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Grundfos Performance Shower Pumps
New Range

Grundfos has a reputation for high quality & reliability in the pump industry.
We are pleased to announce that we are stocking the Grundfos Shower Pump range and
offer these to you at very competitive prices.

The Brass Pump range is undoubtedly the ‘Rolls Royce’ of Grundfos shower pumps,
designed and manufactured to the highest of standards.

With brass impellers and machined brass stampings these pumps can be genuinely
described as ‘Heavy Duty’, and each mode offers high performance and durability.

These continuously rated regenerative pumps are suited to domestic, commercial or
light industrial use. Products within this range are fitted with long-life silicon carbide
seals and anti-vibration feet keep the operating noise to a minimum.

All brass pumps are supplied with stainless steel flexible hoses, and are
covered by a comprehensive 2 years warranty. A brass pump will
transform any compatible shower system into a really enjoyable and
invigorating power shower.
The installation of a Grundfos Surrey flange is recommended for pumps up to
3 bar pressure.

Amazon: PremiumHeavy Duty Brass Pumps

Range Bar Code

Twin Impeller 2.0 STP-2.0 B

Single Impeller 3.0 SSP-3.0 B

Twin Impeller 3.0 STP-3.0 B

Amazon: Universal Brass Pump
A twin or single brass impeller shower pump, which is WRAS approved.

These continuously rated regenerative pumps are suited to domestic, commercial or
light industrial use. Products within this range are fitted with long-life silicon
carbide seals and anti-vibration feet keep the operating noise to a minimum.

All brass pumps are supplied with stainless steel flexible hoses, and are covered by a
comprehensive 2 years warranty. A brass pump will transform any compatible shower
system into a really enjoyable and invigorating power shower.



Amazon Extra: Universal Single Ended Pumps
This pump is ideal for boosting water pressure in domestic or light commercial
pressurised hot and cold water systems, in properties with up to four bathrooms with
standard fittings, or en-suite, and cloakroom plus normal household appliances.

This pump is also ideal for use in such places as sports clubs, leisure centres and
schools wanted to boost multiple shower heads when installed after the shower
valve or mixer.

The installation should be to either a pressurised system or from a open vented hot
or cold water system, where the pump is positioned below the cold water cistern.

The Amazon Extra range of pumps are suitable for either positive or negative head applications.

A twin impeller centrifugal shower pump, tested and approved to BSEN 60335.

This pump is fitted with long-life seals and is supplied complete with easy
clean filters and high quality braided stainless steel connection hoses.

All pumps in the range, which are designed for domestic shower and
bathroom applications, are covered by a comprehensive two year
manufacturer’s warranty.

Choose from our standard 1.5 bar or the 2 bar.

Suitable for use with 15mm or 22mm pipework.

The installation of a Grundfos Surrey flange is recommended for maximum
shower pump efficiency on both.

Range Bar Code

Twin Impeller 1.5 STC-1.5 C

Twin Impeller 2.0 STC-2.0 C

The Nile range is the result of extensive research and development giving a
high performance pump at an affordable price. An innovative design,
incorporating a low-speed induction motor, gives long life and, combined with
anti-vibration feet, ensures that operating noise is kept to a minimum. With
automatic thermal overload protection the pump motor will cut out to prevent
overheating, resetting automatically within 30-60 minutes.

The range is designed for domestic shower and bathroom applications. All
models are fitted with long life carbon graphite and high density ceramic seals.

The range is supplied with stainless steel flexible hoses, and covered
by a
comprehensive 2 years warranty. Manual negative head kits are
available from Grundfos.

Nile: Regenerative 240 Volt Pumps

Range Bar Code

Single Impeller 1.5 SSR-1.5 C

Nile: Automatic Shower Pump



PumpType
Amazon Range Amazon Ex

1.5 bar Twin 2.0 bar Twin 3.0 bar Twin 4.0 bar Twin 2.0 bar Single 3.0 bar Single 4 - 30 4 -

Product Code
STP-1.5B STN-

1.5B
STP-2.0B STN-

2.0B
STP-3.0B STN-

3.0B
STP-4.0B STN-

4.0B
SSP-2.0B SSN-

2.0B
SSP-3.0B SSN-

3.0B
CH4-30 CH4

Application

1 Shower or bathroom suite

2 Showers or basic bathroom suites

Single shower mixer valve- multi
function head

Large shower head over 8”

Shower column

Instantaneous electric shower up to
9 kw

Instantaneous electric shower over
9 kw

Boost pressure to bath or basin, hot
only or cold only

Under bath application or
installation in damp areas

Universal (negative) head

Steam cabinets require universal
head

3-4 showers (Standard showers)

4-6 showers (Standard showers)

6-8 showers (standard showers)

Shower with body jets

Boost whole house

Sports Club or multiple showers



xtra Range Niagara Range Nile Range Danube Range

50 4 - 60 1.5 bar Twin 2.0 bar Twin 1.2 bar Twin 1.5 bar Twin 1.5 bar Single 1.0 bar Twin 1.5 bar Twin 2.0 bar Twin 1.4 bar Single

4-50 CH4-60 STC-1.5C STC-2.0C STR-1.2C STR-1.5C SSR-1.5C STL-1.0C STL-1.5C STL-2.0C STL-
2.0CN

SSL-1.4C



Amazon: Specialist Automatic Negative Head Pumps

Where the water level in the cold storage tank is below the level of
the shower outlet a ‘negative head’ situation exists. Specialist
Automatic Negative Head pumps to overcome this problem.

Manual Negative
Manually operated Negative Head Kits are also available from
Grundfos for all pump ranges excluding Premier Heavy Duty Brass.
To size your pump correctly to meet with your requirements, please
call Filpumps on 01467 623010. Range Bar Code

Twin Impeller 3.0 STN-3.0 B

This twin impeller centrifugal pump is WRAS approved and has an external
transformer for ultimate safety.
Unique to the UK market this pump is supplied with stainless steel braided
hoses, a universal head and a two year warranty.

Danube Universal: Twin Centrifugal Pump

Range Bar Code

Twin Impeller 2.0 STL - 2.0 C

This single or twin impeller
centrifugal pump is WRAS
approved and has an external
transformer for ultimate safety.
Unique to the UK market this
pump is supplied with stainless
steel braided hoses and a two
year warranty.

Danube: Single or Twin Centrifugal Pump

Range Bar Code

Single Impeller 1.4 SSL - 1.4 C

Twin Impeller 1.0 STL - 1.0 C

Twin Impeller 1.5 STL - 1.5 C

Twin Impeller 2.0 STL - 2.0 C



Surrey & York Flanges

Considered an industry standard, the Surrey flange is designed to provide an
independent hot water supply as well as dramatically reduce air surging, noise
and temperature variations.

The Surrey flange air vent automatically purges the shower circuit preventing
air accumulation in the hot water shower feed (patent applied for). The vent
automatically traps and releases air, preventing back feed of aerated hot water. The
installation of a Surrey flange is recommended for shower pumps up to 3 bar pressure.

15mm Surrey Flange: To suit cylinder outlet of 1” BSP female. Suited to pumps up to
1.5 bar pressure.
22mm Surrey Flange: To suit cylinder outlet of 1”BSP Female. Suited to pumps up to
3 bar pressure.

York Flange: The York flange is a modified version of the 22mm Surrey flange, with an
adaptor to suit cylinders with 1”BSP Male outlets. Suited to pumps up to 3 bar pressure.

Manual pneumatic Negative head kits are available for the Niagara range,
Nile range and Danube range.

They are all supplied with Button, 7m hose and replacement terminal lid
for pump.

Negative Head Kit
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